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We present a new measurement of the inclusive forward-backward tt production asymmetry and its
rapidity and mass dependence. The measurements are performed with data corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 5:3 fb1 of p p collisions at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 1:96 TeV, recorded with the CDF-II Detector at the
Fermilab Tevatron. Significant inclusive asymmetries are observed in both the laboratory frame and the tt
rest frame, and in both cases are found to be consistent with CP conservation under interchange of t and t.
In the tt rest frame, the asymmetry is observed to increase with the tt rapidity difference, y, and with
the invariant mass Mtt of the tt system. Fully corrected parton-level asymmetries are derived in two
regions of each variable, and the asymmetry is found to be most significant at large y and Mtt. For
Mtt  450 GeV=c2, the parton-level asymmetry in the tt rest frame is Att ¼ 0:475 0:114 compared to a
next-to-leading order QCD prediction of 0:088 0:013.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.83.112003 PACS numbers: 14.65.Ha, 11.30.Er, 12.38.Qk
I. INTRODUCTION
Top quark pair production in p p collisions is a sensitive
probe of quantum chromodynamics at high energy. At
lowest order in the standard model (SM), quark pair pro-
duction is symmetric under charge conjugation. At next-to-
leading order (NLO) the interference of processes that
differ under charge conjugation leads to a small forward-
backward asymmetry of order 0:06 0:01 when measured
inclusively in the tt rest frame [1–3]. An analogous effect is
predicted at order 3 in QED and is confirmed in measure-
ments of eþe ! þ [4]. Study of the NLO QCD
asymmetry in inclusive jet events is hampered by the
difficulty of measuring the jet charge. In pair produced
top quarks with one semileptonic decay, the top can be
tagged according to the well-measured lepton charge, en-
abling a probe of the NLO QCD effect and a test of charge
conjugation symmetry in strong interactions at high
energy.
The CDF and D0 experiments have made initial mea-
surements of the tt asymmetry in p p collisions at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼
1:96 TeV at the Fermilab Tevatron [5,6]. In the
CP-invariant p p system, the NLO QCD effect appears as
a charge dependent forward-backward asymmetry of the
top quark direction with respect to the proton direction.
Using data samples corresponding to 1:9 fb1 and 0:9 fb1
respectively, CDF and D0 report positive asymmetries that
are consistent with the QCD prediction within large ex-
perimental uncertainties. Recent theoretical papers suggest
interesting new physics mechanisms including axigluons,
diquarks, new weak bosons, and extra-dimensions that can
all produce forward-backward tt asymmetries [7,8]. The
model building must accommodate the observed consis-
tency of the tt cross section and total invariant mass
distribution with the SM QCD prediction [9,10].
We report here on a new study of the forward-backward
asymmetry in p p collisions at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 1:96 TeV, using data
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5:3 fb1
recorded with the CDF-II Detector. We study events with
the leptonþ jets topology, where either the t or t has
decayed semileptonically. The asymmetries are measured
in two variables: yh, the rapidity of the hadronically decay-
ing top quark, corresponding to the top rapidity in the
laboratory (lab) frame, and y, the difference of the rap-
idities of the top and antitop quark, which is proportional to
the top quark rapidity in the tt rest frame. We show that the
t and t asymmetries are consistent with CP conservation,
and combine them to measure the total asymmetry in the
sample. We measure the inclusive asymmetries, and the
functional dependence of the tt frame asymmetry on y
and on the total invariant mass of the tt system, Mtt. We
apply corrections for backgrounds, acceptance, and reso-
lution to calculate parton-level measures of the inclusive
asymmetry in both the lab and tt rest frames, and in two
regions of y and Mtt in the tt frame.
II. DETECTION, EVENT SELECTION
AND RECONSTRUCTION
CDF-II is a general purpose, azimuthally and forward-
backward symmetric magnetic spectrometer with calo-
rimetry and muon detectors [11]. Charged particle
trajectories are measured with a silicon-microstrip detector
backed by a large open-cell drift chamber in a 1.4 T
solenoidal magnetic field. Electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters located outside the solenoid provide jet and
missing energy reconstruction. Outside the calorimeter are
multilayer proportional chambers and plastic scintillator
hodoscopes that provide muon identification in the pseu-
dorapidity region j  j 1:0. We use a cylindrical coordi-
nate system with origin at the detector center and z axis
along the proton direction [12].
This measurement uses tt candidate events in the
‘‘leptonþ jets’’ topology, where one top quark decays
semileptonically (t! lb) and the other hadronically
(t! q q0b) [13]. We detect the lepton and four jets from
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top quark decays and quark hadronization, and an inferred
neutrino based on the presence of missing energy. The
detector is triggered by a high transverse momentum elec-
tron(muon) in the central portion of the detector with
ETðpTÞ> 20 GeVðGeV=cÞ and jj< 1:0. We require
four or more hadronic jets with ET > 20 GeV and
jj< 2:0, and a large amount of missing transverse energy,
ET > 20 GeV, consistent with the presence of an unde-
tected neutrino. The jets are reconstructed using a cone
algorithm with R ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2 þ 2p < 0:4, and calorimeter
signals are corrected for detector inefficiencies and for the
energy scale factor. The SECVTX algorithm [14] is used to
find displaced b-decay vertices using the tracks within the
jet cones, and at least one jet must contain such a ‘‘b tag’’.
Jets with b tags are restricted to jj< 1:0.
The sample passing this selection contains 1260 events.
The size of the non-tt background processes in the
leptonþ jetsþ b-tag selection is derived in precision mea-
surements of the tt production cross section [9]. The esti-
mated background in the sample is 283:3 91:2 events.
The predominant backgrounds are from QCD-induced
W þmulti-parton events containing either b-tagged
heavy-flavor jets or errantly tagged light-flavor jets.
These are modeled using a simulation sample derived
from the ALPGEN generator [15] and a data driven tech-
nique that derives tagging efficiencies, mistagging rates
and sample normalizations from direct measurement. A
background component from QCD multijet events with
fake leptons and mismeasured ET is modeled using multi-
jet events with lepton candidates that are rejected by our
cuts. Other small backgrounds from electroweak processes
(WW, WZ, single-top) are reliably estimated using
Monte Carlo generators. Further details on the sample
selection and background modeling can be found in
Ref. [9].
The reconstruction (reco) of the tt kinematics employs
the measured momenta of the lepton and the four leading
jets in the event, along with the measured ET . The jet-
parton assignment and calculation of the tt four-vectors use
a simple 2-based fit of the lepton and jet kinematics to the
tt hypothesis, allowing the jet energies to float within their
expected uncertainties, and applying the constraints that
MW ¼ 80:4 GeV=c2, Mt ¼ 172:5 GeV=c2, and b-tagged
jets are associated with b partons. This algorithm is well
understood in the context of precision top mass measure-
ments, where the fit is performed without the top mass
constraint [16], and other top-physics studies that use the
top mass constraint [10]. We study the reconstructed top
quark rapidity and the difference in the reconstructed top
and antitop rapidities, from which we derive the forward-
backward asymmetries in the p p (laboratory) rest frame
and in the tt rest frame.
The validity of the analysis is checked at all steps by
comparison to a standard prediction made using the PYTHIA
[17] tt model, the CDF leptonþ jetsþ b-tag background
model, and a full simulation of the CDF-II detector. We use
PYTHIA 6.2.16 with CTEQ5L parton distribution functions
[18] and Mt ¼ 172:5 GeV=c2. The background model
developed in context with the precision cross section stud-
ies provides good measures of both the normalizations and
shapes of the non-tt processes [9]. The veracity of the
combined PYTHIA plus background model, and, in particu-
lar, its reliability for the estimation of systematic uncer-
tainties, is well verified in many other top-physics studies
at CDF [5,9,10,16,19].
Note that because PYTHIA does not include the NLO
QCD charge asymmetry, the standard PYTHIA prediction is
not the SM prediction for the forward-backward asymme-
try. Studies with the MC@NLO generator [20] (see
Sec. IVB) predict that the magnitude of the reconstructed
QCD asymmetry in our sample is smaller than the current
experimental resolution. Symmetric PYTHIA is thus a good
approximation for SM tt and provides an unbiased control
sample for many of our studies. We will compare our
measurements to the SM predictions of MC@NLO when
appropriate.
III. RAPIDITY VARIABLES AND
ASYMMETRY DEFINITIONS
In the leptonþ jets decay topology of the tt pair, there is
a leptonic decay, t! Wb! lb, and a hadronic decay
t! Wb! q q0b. The complications of the central lepton
acceptance and the reconstruction of the neutrino from the
ET create a difference in the reconstruction resolution for
the two different kinds of decay. In order to control effects
of this kind, our treatment of top rapidity variables main-
tains the distinction between the leptonic and hadronic
decay systems, with the t and t assignments following in
accordance with the lepton charge.
The most direct measurement of the top direction with
respect to the beam line is the rapidity of the hadronic top
system in the lab frame, yh, which has acceptance out to
jj ¼ 2:0 and good directional precision. In events with a
negative (positive) lepton, yh is the lab rapidity of the t
quark, yp pt (t quark, y
p p
t ). If CP is a good symmetry, the
distributions of yp pt and y
p p
t are reflections of each other,
and we can combine both samples, weighting with the
lepton charge, to use qyh as the rapidity of the t quark
in the lab frame, yp pt .
A frame independent measurement is available in the
rapidity difference of the leptonic and hadronic systems
ylh ¼ yl-yh. After multiplication by the lepton charge q,
this variable measures the difference between the top and
antitop rapidities: qylh ¼ qðyl-yhÞ ¼ yt-yt ¼ y. The
rapidity difference y is independent of the longitudinal
motion of the tt system and, in the limit of small tt system
pT , is simply related to the top quark rapidity in the tt rest
frame: yttt ¼ 12 y. Since the rapidity preserves the sign of
the production angle, the asymmetry in y is identical to
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the asymmetry in the top quark production angle in the tt
rest frame.
With N as the number of events with a given y or
qyh, we define the total tt frame asymmetry:
Att ¼ Nðy > 0Þ  Nðy < 0Þ
Nðy > 0Þ þ Nðy < 0Þ
¼ Nðy
tt
t > 0Þ  Nðyttt < 0Þ
Nðyttt > 0Þ þ Nðyttt < 0Þ
(1)
and the total laboratory frame asymmetry, assuming CP
invariance:
Ap p ¼ Nðqyh > 0Þ  Nðqyh < 0Þ
Nðqyh > 0Þ þ Nðqyh < 0Þ
¼ Nðy
p p
t > 0Þ  Nðyp pt < 0Þ
Nðyp pt > 0Þ þ Nðyp pt < 0Þ
: (2)
Since yh and ylh are identified with either a t or an t by
the sign of the lepton in the event, they are the primary
variables for defining the charge dependence of the asym-
metries and testing for CP invariance. We define the
charged forward-backward charge asymmetry in the tt
rest frame to be
Alh ¼
Nðylh > 0Þ  Nðylh < 0Þ
Nðylh > 0Þ þ Nðylh < 0Þ (3)
and in the laboratory frame to be
Ah ¼
Nðyh > 0Þ  Nðyh < 0Þ
Nðyh > 0Þ þ Nðyh < 0Þ (4)
where the  superscript refers to the sign of the lepton
charge q.
The laboratory and tt frame present trade-offs for the
asymmetry measurement. The laboratory frame is experi-
mentally simple: the direction of the three-jet hadronic top
decay in the detector is well resolved, with uncertainty
dominated by a Gaussian width yh  0:034, and free
from the complications of the neutrino reconstruction
[21]. The yh distribution is thus the simplest way to test
for the presence of an asymmetry. However, as the labora-
tory frame includes an uncontrolled longitudinal boost
from the rest frame of the primary q q interaction, the
information on the fundamental production asymmetry is
diluted.
Because the momentum scale of initial state radiation is
small compared toMtt, the q q frame is well approximated
by the tt rest frame. We measure the tt frame rapidity in an
experimentally robust way using the difference of two
rapidities in the detector frame, y ¼ qðyl-yhÞ. But the
inclusion of yl and the poorly resolved neutrino reconstruc-
tion degrades the precision: the Gaussian part of the tt
frame resolution has width y 0:100 and significant
non-Gaussian tails. The tt frame has an advantage in
interpretation, but a disadvantage in resolution.
The frame dependent resolution has to be considered
against a possible frame dependence in the size of the
asymmetry. In the case of the QCD charge asymmetry,
our NLO models (see Table III) suggest that the recon-
structed asymmetry is reduced by a factor of 0.6–0.7 in the
transition from the tt to laboratory frame. This roughly
balances the resolution difference to give comparable sen-
sitivities to the inclusive QCD asymmetries in the two
frames. Asymmetries generated by other processes may
produce a different ratio between the two frames, possibly
with a y or Mtt dependence, and a more precise mea-
surement of the ratio could help to illuminate the under-
lying physics. We will return to this issue in Sec. VIII E.
A summary of the rapidity variables and asymmetry
definitions used in this paper is given in Table I.
IV. PHYSICS MODELS AND EXPECTATIONS
We briefly describe the theoretical basis for the QCD
asymmetry at NLO, the calculation of the theoretical
asymmetry using the MCFM program [22], and use of the
MC@NLO event generator in creating a simulated NLO
sample for input to our analysis. We also describe a simple
chiral color-octet model, executed in MADGRAPH [23], that
we use to understand the response of our analysis to a large
tt asymmetry.
A. NLO QCD Theory and MCFM
The NLO QCD asymmetry arises in the interference of
q q processes that behave differently under charge conju-
gation. The gg initial state does not contribute to the
asymmetry, but does dilute the average value.
Early, pretop, treatments of the QCD charge asymmetry
discussed measurement of generic heavy quarks in hadron
collisions [24]. More recent treatments have focused on the
particular case of the top quark at the Tevatron and at the
LHC [1–3].
The asymmetry gets a positive contribution from inter-
ference of Born and box diagrams in all tt final states, and a
negative contribution from interference of initial and final-
state radiation in ttj states. The dominant diagrams for the
TABLE I. Summary of rapidity variables and asymmetries.
definition
yh rapidity of hadronic top system in lab
yl rapidity of leptonic top system in lab
ylh rapidity difference yl-yh
y tt rapidity difference: yt-yt ¼ qðyl-yhÞ
yp pt top quark rapidity in laboratory frame: qyh
yttt top quark rapidity in tt rest frame:
1
2 y
Ah asymmetry in yh for events with a given lepton charge
Alh asymmetry in ylh for events with a given lepton charge
Ap p laboratory frame asymmetry in yp pt (both charges)
Att tt frame asymmetry in yttt (both charges)
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two cases are shown in Fig. 1. The total inclusive asym-
metry is the sum of these opposing contributions. An
intuitive picture of the first effect is that the QCD soft
gluon field of an incoming light quark ‘‘repels’’ the t quark
to larger (more positive) rapidities, while ‘‘attracting’’ the t
to smaller (more negative) rapidities, thus creating a posi-
tive asymmetry at large y, as defined by the quark direction
[25]. (Of course, the pushing and pulling refers to correc-
tions to the amplitude and not to actual momentum trans-
fers.) The second effect can be pictured in terms of color
flow: if the top (antitop) quark is produced in the backward
(forward) region, this corresponds to a large acceleration of
the color charges, leading to a greater probability of gluon
bremsstrahlung and thus the production of a ttþ jet event.
Predictions for the NLO QCD asymmetry are derived
using version 5.7 of MCFM with CTEQ6.1(NLO) [18] and
Mt ¼ 172:5 GeV=c2. The inclusive forward-backward
asymmetry in the tt rest frame is found to be Att ¼ 0:058
0:009. In the laboratory frame the top quark rapidities are
broadened by the varying boost of the tt system along the
beam line, and the inclusive asymmetry is diluted to Ap p ¼
0:038 0:006. Our MCFM predictions are in accord with
other recent calculations [1–3]. These predictions are for
top quarks as they emerge from the q q collision, before any
modifications by event selection, detector acceptance, and
resolution. We will call this the parton-level. Based on our
own studies of scale dependence in MCFM and also the
studies in the references above, we assign a 15% relative
uncertainty to all NLO MCFM predictions.
An NLO calculation for inclusive tt production is a LO
calculation for the production of a ttþ jet final-state, and
thus a LO calculation for the asymmetry in final states
containing an extra jet. We note that a new NLO calcula-
tion for ttj production (and thus for the asymmetry for this
final-state) suggests that the (negative) asymmetry in this
final-state is greatly reduced from that predicted by the LO
calculation [26]. However, this new result for the ttj
asymmetry can be incorporated into an analysis for the
asymmetry for inclusive tt production only within the
context of a full NNLO calculation. Such calculations are
underway but are not complete. Threshold resummation
calculations indicate that the inclusive asymmetry at
NNLO should not differ greatly from that predicted
at NLO [1,25]. In this paper, we compare to the NLO
predictions for tt production. We include a 15% scale
dependence uncertainty, but note that there is an overall
unknown systematic uncertainty on the theoretical predic-
tion pending the completion of the NNLO calculation
In the near-threshold form of the cross section [1] the tt
frame asymmetry can be seen to increase with the top
quark production angle and velocity (), and these are
thus key variables for understanding the source of the
asymmetry. In this analysis, the proxies for these variables
are the top quark rapidities and the mass Mtt of the tt
system. Measurements of the rapidity and mass depen-
dence of Att are described in Sec. VI and VII.
B. NLO QCD Simulation with MC@NLO
We use the event generator MC@NLO to create a simu-
lated sample that includes the QCD asymmetry as pre-
dicted by the standard model at NLO. In addition to
including the asymmetric processes this generator properly
estimates the amount of gg, and thus the dilution of the
asymmetry from these symmetric processes.
Some naming conventions for data-to-simulation com-
parisons are given in Table II. All of our Monte Carlo (MC)
based studies will use the same conventions: the truth
information is the parton-level; the pure top signal after
simulation, selection, and reconstruction is the tt level, and
the full prediction including backgrounds is ttþ bkg level.
In the case of real data, the reconstructed leptonþ jets
sample is the data, subtracting the backgrounds from the
data yields the reconstructed tt signal-level, and correcting
the signal-level for acceptance and resolution produces a
measurement at the parton-level.
The MC@NLO predictions for the asymmetries at various
levels of simulation are shown in Table III. The uncertain-
ties include the Monte Carlo statistics and the NLO theo-
retical uncertainty. The parton-level MC@NLO asymmetries
are consistent with MCFM, as expected. After CDF detector
simulation, event selection, and reconstruction, the asym-
metries in the MC@NLO tt signal are significantly reduced.
In the laboratory frame, the expected asymmetry at the
reconstructed ttþ bkg level is consistent with zero.
We will see in Sec. V that the statistical error on Ap p and
Att in the current data set is 0.028. Table III shows that,
even after background subtraction, the central values of the
expected asymmetries are smaller than the experimental
TABLE II. Naming conventions for data and simulation
samples.
sample level definition comparable to
data data reco lþ jets
data signal data minus bkg tt in data
data parton corrected signal tt at creation
MC ttþ bkg reco ttþ bkg data
MC tt reco tt no bkg data signal
MC parton truth level data parton
FIG. 1. Interfering q q! tt (above) and q q! ttj (below)
amplitudes.
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resolution. This motivates the continued use of symmetric
PYTHIA as our default ttmodel (as discussed in Sec. II), but
we will also consider the MC@NLO predictions in several
specific studies.
C. Generic Color-Octet with MADGRAPH
It is important that we test our measurement procedures
in the regime of the observed asymmetries. We have used
MADGRAPH and the model of Ref. [8] to create asymmetric
test samples that can be used as input to our analysis [27].
A massive axial color-octet G mixes with the gluon to give
a production cross section including pole and interference
terms linear in cosð	Þ, where 	 is the t production angle
in the tt rest frame. In these models the asymmetry is an
explicit function of the production angle and momentum
transfer q^, again illustrating the importance of the y and
Mtt dependence for understanding the source of the
asymmetry.
We tuned the octet massMG to put the pole out of range
and the couplings to give inclusive parton-level asymme-
tries in rough agreement with the data, Ap p ¼ 0:110
and Att ¼ 0:157, while minimizing the effect on the tt
cross section and Mtt distribution (see the Appendix).
After MADGRAPH generation, partons are showered with
PYTHIA and the sample is passed through the complete
CDF-II detector simulation. We call this sample OctetA.
A second sample, OctetB, has the same couplings and
lower MG, to give larger inclusive parton-level asymme-
tries Ap p ¼ 0:205 and Att ¼ 0:282, and larger ( 5%)
increases in the tt cross section and in the high Mtt tail.
Because OctetA is a better match to the observed asym-
metries, cross section, andMtt distribution, we consider it a
better model for understanding the experimental response,
but we will appeal to both Octet models in order to span
an asymmetry range extending beyond the experimental
values.
We emphasize that our use of the Octet models is to
study sensitivities and systematic effects in the presence of
large asymmetries, and should not be construed as tests of
physics hypothesis. More detail on these samples can be
found in the Appendix.
V. MEASUREMENT OF THE INCLUSIVE
ASYMMETRIES
We now turn to the rapidity distributions in the data.
The inclusive distributions of the ylh and yh variables are
shown in Fig. 2, compared to the standard PYTHIA ttþ bkg
prediction. These distributions contain the full sample of
TABLE III. NLO QCD asymmetries in two frames. Uncertainties include MC statistics and
scale dependence.
model level Ap p Att Ap p=Att
MCFM parton 0:038 0:006 0:058 0:009 0:66 0:10
MC@NLO parton 0:032 0:005 0:052 0:008 0:62 0:09
MC@NLO tt 0:018 0:005 0:024 0:005 0:75 0:11
MC@NLO ttþ bkg 0:001 0:003 0:017 0:004 0:06 0:01
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FIG. 2 (color online). Rapidity distributions in data compared to predictions. The legend ‘‘ttþ bkg’’ implies totals in those bins are
the sum of the tt and background components. The asymmetries in the data and the predicted tt signal, background, and combination
are shown in legends on top right of plots, using the conventions of Table II.
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both lepton signs and should be symmetric. The legend on
the top right shows the asymmetries in all components. The
data agrees well with ttþ bkg prediction in both variables,
and, in particular, the asymmetries are consistent with zero.
A forward-backward asymmetry becomes apparent
when the sample is separated by charge. The top row of
Fig. 3 shows the y distributions for events with negative
leptons (left) and positive leptons (right). We find
Alh ¼ 0:048 0:039 and Aþlh ¼ 0:067 0:040, where
the uncertainties are statistical only. With limited signifi-
cance, the asymmetries are equal in magnitude and oppo-
site in sign.
The bottom plots of Fig. 3 show the yh distributions for
events with negative leptons (left) and positive leptons
(right). An indication of asymmetry is also observed in
this figure: t quarks are dominant in the forward (proton)
direction and the t quarks in the backward ( p) direction.
The measured asymmetries are Ah ¼ 0:076 0:039 and
Aþh ¼ 0:070 0:040, again equal and opposite within
uncertainties.
The sign reversal of the asymmetry under interchange of
the lepton charge (or, in our formalism, under interchange
of t and t) is consistent with CP conservation. With larger
samples and improved precision, the comparison of the
charge separated distributions will provide a strict test of
CP conservation in tt production. If we assume CP con-
servation we can calculate the total asymmetry in each
frame using Eqs. (1) and (2). The distributions of these
variables are shown in Fig. 4. The asymmetry in the tt
frame is Att ¼ 0:057 0:028, and in the laboratory frame
is Ap p ¼ 0:073 0:028, where both uncertainties are
statistical.
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A. The Parton-Level asymmetry
In order to compare our results to theoretical predictions
we must correct the data for backgrounds, for incomplete
detector acceptance, and for the finite rapidity resolution of
the reconstruction.
We derive the signal-level tt distributions by subtracting
the expected background from the reconstructed data. This
correction is most important in the laboratory frame,
where, as shown on the right in Fig. 4, the backgrounds
show a significant negative asymmetry originating in theW
production asymmetry in W þ jets events.
The reliability of the background model is verified in the
subset of the leptonþ jets selection that has no b-tagged
jets. This ‘‘antitag’’ sample is background enriched, with
S:B 0:3, and is also fully modeled in our analysis. The
predicted and measured tt and lab frame asymmetries in
the antitag data sample agree within their uncertainties, as
shown in Table IV. The absence of asymmetry in this
background enriched sample, and the consistency between
prediction and observation, suggest that the asymmetry in
the b-tagged sample is correlated with the tt signal and not
the backgrounds.
Acceptance and resolution corrections are made with a
simple linear unfolding of the y and yp pt distributions
using the technique described in Ref. [5]. Let the binned
parton-level rapidity distributions be represented by the
vector ~n. The ~n distribution is modified by the acceptance
and then by the smearing in the reconstruction. These
transformations can be expressed as matrices transforming
the distribution vector from the parton-level to our recon-
structed signal: ~nsignal ¼ SA ~nparton.
The matrices A and S are derived from PYTHIA samples
by comparing distributions at the Monte Carlo truth level
to the same distributions after reconstruction. The accep-
tance matrix A is diagonal. The smearing matrix S mea-
sures the bin-to-bin migration arising from the finite
resolution of reconstructing the events in the tt hypothesis.
To measure the parton-level value, we subtract back-
grounds to recover the signal from the data, and then invert
the transformation:
~n parton ¼ A1S1ð ~ndata  ~nbkgÞ: (5)
With the assumption of the A and S response as computed
with PYTHIA, this technique gives a model-independent
measure of the parton-level asymmetry. The result was
found to be robust and the uncertainty minimized when
the distributions are separated into four bins with bin edges
at (0.0, 1:0) for y and (0.0, 0:5) for yp pt [5,28–30].
The measurement is affected by uncertainties in our
models for the amount and shape of the backgrounds, the
amount of initial state and final-state radiation (ISR and
FSR) in PYTHIA, the jet energy scale (JES) of the calorime-
ter, the parton distribution functions (PDF), and the color
reconnection in the final-state. These additional systematic
uncertainties are studied by repeating the analysis with
reasonable variations in the model parameters. We also
test the result of substituting the other LO generators
HERWIG and ALPGEN for PYTHIA in the model for the matrix
unfold. The effect of these model variations on the parton-
level asymmetry is small, as seen in Table V.
It is conceivable that the corrections in the presence of a
large asymmetry would differ from the corrections derived
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FIG. 4 (color online). y and qyh ¼ yp pt distributions in data vs prediction.
TABLE IV. Asymmetries in the antitag sample of the data and
ttþ bkg level prediction.
selection Att Ap p
antitag data 0:033 0:018 0:016 0:018
antitag prediction 0:010 0:007 0:023 0:007
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from the symmetric PYTHIA. We have studied this possi-
bility by applying the PYTHIA- based response corrections
to the OctetA model, which has an asymmetry like the data
and a resemblance to the data in all other respects. We find
that the bias in the corrected inclusive asymmetries is
small, roughly 0.02, and we take this as evidence that the
technique is essentially robust against perturbations of this
kind. Since we have no reason to prefer the prediction of
this or any other model, we do not include a modeling
uncertainty. Our inclusive results assume the corrections
and uncertainties calculated with the standard PYTHIA
model.
Figure 5 shows the y and yp pt distributions at all of
the correction levels in the four-bin representation. The
effect of the background subtraction is clear. The tt signal
(squares) derived from the background subtracted data can
be directly compared with the PYTHIA signal prediction,
and continues to show the asymmetries. The corrected
distribution at the parton-level (triangles) can also be com-
pared to the symmetric PYTHIA prediction.
Table VI summarizes the measured asymmetries for the
different levels of correction. It is interesting that at the
data-level in the laboratory frame we compare to a model
prediction that is consistent with zero. When the back-
grounds are subtracted from the reconstructed data we
can calculate the asymmetry for a pure tt sample at
the signal-level, and compare directly to MC@NLO tt. The
signal uncertainty here includes the uncertainty on the
background correction. Correcting for acceptance and re-
construction resolution yields the tt parton-level asymme-
try, where the uncertainty includes the effects listed in
Table V. The parton-level asymmetry may be directly
compared with the standard model prediction of MCFM.
The experimentally simple laboratory frame asymmetry
exceeds the prediction by more than 2 standard deviations
at all correction levels. The tt frame asymmetries are
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FIG. 5 (color online). Four-bin representation of rapidity distributions for all correction levels. Solid histogram is the PYTHIA
tt model.
TABLE V. Systematic uncertainties on parton-level asymme-
tries in both frames.
effect Ap p Att
background magnitude 0.015 0.011
background shape 0.014 0.007
ISR/FSR 0.010 0.001
JES 0.003 0.007
PDF 0.005 0.005
color reconnection 0.001 0.004
LO MC generator 0.005 0.005
total 0.024 0.017
TABLE VI. Summary of inclusive asymmetries. Uncertainties
include statistical, systematic, and theoretical uncertainties.
sample level Att Ap p
data data 0:057 0:028 0:073 0:028
MC@NLO ttþ bkg 0:017 0:004 0:001 0:003
data signal 0:075 0:037 0:110 0:039
MC@NLO tt 0:024 0:005 0:018 0:005
data parton 0:158 0:074 0:150 0:055
MCFM parton 0:058 0:009 0:038 0:006
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similar in magnitude to the laboratory frame, but less
significant because of the larger relative uncertainties.
The ratio of the parton-level asymmetries in the two
frames is Ap p=Att ¼ 0:95 0:41, where the error is cor-
rected for the expected correlation across frames in the
NLO QCD assumption. This measured ratio is consistent
with the expected SM NLO value of 0.6, but the uncer-
tainty is large.
B. Cross-Checks of the inclusive asymmetry
Table VII shows the asymmetries in the data when the
sample is separated according to the lepton flavor and the
number of b-tagged jets in the event.
All of our simulated models predict asymmetries that are
independent of the lepton type. Within the large errors, the
data are consistent with this expectation.
The b-tagged sample contains 281 events with two b
tags. This double-tag sample is small, but has minimal
backgrounds and robust jet-parton assignment. The
double-tag sample is a special category of tt decays where
both the b and b jet have j  j 1:0, but all of our simu-
lation models predict similar asymmetries in single tags
and double-tags. In the data the results are consistent
across single and double-tags, albeit with reduced agree-
ment in Ap p. We will discuss the double-tag consistency in
the laboratory frame in more detail in Sec. VIII E.
VI. RAPIDITY DEPENDENCE OF THE
ASYMMETRY IN THE t t REST FRAME
In Sec. IV we discussed the importance of measuring
the rapidity and Mtt dependence of the asymmetry. The
correlated dependence on both variables would be most
powerful, but, given the modest statistical precision of
our current data set, we begin with separate measurements
of each. In this section we show how a y-dependence
may be calculated from the results of Sec. VA. The
Mtt-dependence (as well as the correlation of Mtt and
y) will be discussed in the sections following.
In the standard model at NLO the tt frame asymmetry
increases linearly with y. The MCFM calculation, dis-
played in Fig. 6, shows the asymmetry reaching values of
roughly 20% at large y.
They dependence of the asymmetry in our binned data
can be calculated in each bin i of positive y as
AttðyiÞ ¼ NðyiÞ  NðyiÞNðyiÞ þ NðyiÞ : (6)
A parton-level measurement of AttðyiÞ in two bins of
high and low y is available from the corrected y distri-
bution in Fig. 5. We calculate the asymmetry separately for
the low rapidity difference inner bin pair jyj< 1:0 and
the large rapidity difference outer bin pair jyj  1:0. The
systematic uncertainties in the bin-by-bin comparison are
evaluated using the same techniques as in the inclusive
measurement. Uncertainty in the background shape and
normalization assumptions cause a significant systematic
uncertainty in the high y bin.
The y-dependent asymmetries are shown in
Table VIII. For the parton-level data, the first uncertainty
is statistical and the second is systematic. The uncertainty
on the MCFM prediction is dominated by the NLO theory
uncertainty. For jyj< 1:0, the small data-level asymme-
try maps into a small parton-level value with large error.
In the large y region the parton-level asymmetry is
Attðjyj  1:0Þ ¼ 0:611 0:270 (statistical and system-
atic errors added in quadrature) compared to the MCFM
prediction of 0:123 0:018. Figure 7 displays the parton-
level comparison of asymmetries in data in the two y
regions.
TABLE VII. Measured asymmetries at the data-level for dif-
ferent lepton and b-tag selections.
selection Att Ap p
inclusive 0:057 0:028 0:073 0:028
electrons 0:026 0:037 0:053 0:037
muons 0:105 0:043 0:099 0:043
single b tags 0:058 0:031 0:095 0:032
double b tags 0:053 0:059 0:004 0:060
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FIG. 6. y-dependence of Att according to MCFM.
TABLE VIII. The tt frame asymmetry Att at small and large
rapidity difference, compared to the SM prediction of MCFM.
sample level jyj< 1:0 jyj  1:0
data data 0:021 0:031 0:208 0:062
data parton 0:026 0:104
0:056
0:611 0:210
0:147
MCFM parton 0:039 0:006 0:123 0:018
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VII. MASS DEPENDENCE OF THE ASYMMETRY
IN THE t t REST FRAME
We now turn to the dependence of the asymmetry on the
tt invariant massMtt. The NLO QCD asymmetry also has a
significant Mtt dependence, as shown in Fig. 8. We gen-
erally expect the Mtt dependence to contain characteristic
information on the fundamental asymmetry mechanism.
In this analysis, the value ofMtt is derived from the same
reconstruction used to compute the top quark rapidities.
The Mtt distribution in our sample, shown in Fig. 9, is
agreement with the standard PYTHIA prediction. Other
recent studies of the top pair mass spectrum, including
the parton-level differential cross section d
=dMtt, show
good agreement with the standard model [10,19,31].
Since the mass dependent behavior is usually described
in the tt rest frame we focus on the asymmetry in rapidity
difference y as a function of Mtt. The laboratory frame
asymmetry derived with yh is discussed in Sec. VIII.
The underlying 2-dimensional distribution of y vs
Mtt is shown on the left in Fig. 10. We expect these
variables to obey the simple kinematic relationship Mtt ¼
2mT coshðyÞ, where mT is the transverse mass of the tt
system, and we see this in both the data and the prediction.
Because coshðyÞ is symmetric, this kinematic correlation
is independent of theMtt-dependence of any asymmetry in
y. It is clear that the y dependent measurement at large
jyj  1:0 (Sec. VI) captures only part of the region at
largeMtt. Consequently, the separate measurements of the
y- and Mtt-dependence of the asymmetry provide com-
plementary information.
A mass dependent asymmetry AttðMtt;iÞ is found by
dividing the y—Mtt plane into bins of mass Mtt;i and
calculating the asymmetry in each:
AttðMtt;iÞ ¼ Nðy > 0;Mtt;iÞ  Nðy < 0;Mtt;iÞNðy > 0;Mtt;iÞ þ Nðy < 0;Mtt;iÞ : (7)
We use 50 GeV=c2 bins ofMtt below 600 GeV=c
2, and
100 GeV=c2 bins above that. TheMtt-dependent asymme-
try in y is shown on the right in Fig. 10 and Table IX,
compared to the prediction of MC@NLO in combination
with the standard background. The uncertainties in the
plot are the statistical errors only; in the table the
MC@NLO uncertainty contains both the statistical and theo-
retical component. In the bulk of the data at low mass the
asymmetry is consistent with zero, while at high-mass the
asymmetry is consistently above the prediction. Figure 11
shows that when the data are separated by lepton charge,
the asymmetries in the rapidity difference of the leptonic
and hadronic top systems, ylh ¼ yl-yh, behave in
ttA
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FIG. 7 (color online). Parton-level asymmetries at small and
largey compared to SM prediction of MCFM. The shaded bands
represent the total uncertainty in each bin.
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FIG. 9 (color online). Event distribution as a function of the
total invariant mass Mtt.
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approximately opposite fashion in the two independent
samples.
A. Asymmetries at high and low mass
The large statistical errors in the AttðMtt;iÞ distribution of
Fig. 10 do not allow any conclusion on the functional
dependence. In order to make a quantitative measurement
of AttðMttÞ in a simple, statistically meaningful way, we use
a compact representation of AttðMtt;iÞ into just two Mtt
bins, below and above a given mass boundary.
The boundary between the low and high-mass regions is
chosen based on a study of the color-octet samples de-
scribed in the Appendix. These samples have AttðMtt;iÞ
distributions that are comparable to the data and reasonable
for modeling the sensitivity in that variable. We find that
the significance of the asymmetry at high-mass is maxi-
mized when the bin division is at Mtt ¼ 450 GeV=c2, and
therefore adopt this cut.
Figure 12 shows the y distributions when the data is
divided into two regions, below and above Mtt ¼
450 GeV=c2. At low mass the asymmetry is consistent
with zero. At high-mass, the rapidity difference is broader,
as expected from the kinematics, and an asymmetry is
apparent. The top two lines of Table X compare the high
and low mass asymmetries with the MC@NLO prediction.
The uncertainty on the prediction combines the statistical
and the theoretical uncertainties. At high-mass the recon-
structed asymmetry Att ¼ 0:210 0:049 (stat) is more
than 3 standard deviations above the prediction.
The high-mass ylh distributions for the two separate
lepton charges are shown in Fig. 13, and the asymmetries
in those distributions are summarized in the bottom part
of Table X. Under the interchange of lepton charge, or,
equivalently, under the interchange of t and t, the asym-
metry at high-mass is approximately reversed. This is
consistent with CP conservation, and also a strong argu-
ment against a false asymmetry arising in event selection
ttM
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FIG. 10 (color online). Left: The y-Mtt plane. Each dot represents one event, while the intensity of the shading shows
approximately the event probability in the standard PYTHIA based prediction. Right: The tt frame asymmetry in the data in bins of
invariant massMtt, compared to the prediction of MC@NLO ttþ backgrounds. The last bin includes all events withMtt  700 GeV=c2.
TABLE IX. The data-level asymmetry Att in bins of Mtt com-
pared to the prediction of MC@NLOþ backgrounds.
bin-center Att
(GeV=c2) N events data MC@NLO
375 532 0:019 0:043 0:003 0:006
425 322 0:012 0:056 0:026 0:008
475 190 0:158 0:072 0:013 0:010
525 95 0:305 0:097 0:019 0:013
575 58 0:138 0:130 0:063 0:020
650 34 0:471 0:151 0:051 0:020
750 29 0:103 0:185 0:091 0:022
ttM
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FIG. 11 (color online). The ylh asymmetries in bins of in-
variant mass Mtt when the data is partitioned by lepton charge.
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or tt reconstruction, as neither the event selection nor
reconstruction make reference to the lepton charge.
The results here suggest that the modest inclusive asym-
metry in the tt rest frame originates with a large asymmetry
in a small population at high Mtt.
B. The mass dependent asymmetry at the Parton-Level
In the measurement of the inclusive asymmetry we used
a simple matrix technique to correct the rapidity distribu-
tions for acceptance and resolution and derive parton-level
asymmetries that could be compared with theory. We do
this now for the mass dependent asymmetry in the tt frame.
We divide the data into two bins in y, forward and back-
ward, and two bins in mass, above and below 450 GeV=c2
and reapply the well tested 4 4 unfold machinery of the
inclusive analysis. The procedure yields fully corrected,
model-independent asymmetries that can be compared
with theoretical predictions.
We represent the four bins of the parton-level
distribution of y and Mtt by a single vector ~n ¼
½nLF; nLB; nHF; nHB where, for example, nLF is the num-
ber of forward events at low mass. As in the inclusive case,
we know that the true ~n distribution is modified by matrices
representing the acceptance and then by the smearing in
the reconstruction, so that ~nsignal ¼ SA ~nparton. To measure
the parton-level value, we subtract backgrounds to recover
the signal from the data, and then invert the transformation
as in Eq. (5).
As before, the matrices A and S are derived from Pythia
Monte Carlo samples by comparing truth distributions to
the same distributions after reconstruction. The bin-to-bin
migration measured in the smearing matrix now includes
the cross-terms between high and low mass and forward
and backwardy. The most significant migration is caused
by misreconstructions that underestimate Mtt and smear
the shape of the Mtt spectrum towards lower masses.
The accuracy of the procedure is first tested against
simulated control samples using PYTHIA and MC@NLO.
The PYTHIA test uses a tt sample that is independent of
the one used to create the response matrices. The top part
of Table XI shows that the correction procedure is unbiased
when operating on the symmetric PYTHIA input. The
MC@NLO sample allows us to study the accuracy of the
correction in measuring the NLO QCD effect. A small
possible bias of 0:02 between corrected and truth is
insignificant compared to the statistical uncertainty in the
present data set.
Next, we use the color-octet samples to test how well the
correction derived from symmetric PYTHIA can recover
large parton-level asymmetries. The bottom half of
Table XI shows that the correction procedure recovers
both the high and low mass asymmetries to within a few
percent of the true values. The corrections in the Octet
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FIG. 12 (color online). Top: The distribution of y at low mass (left) and high-mass (right).
TABLE X. Charged and total asymmetries at the data-level, for all, low, and high Mtt.
selection all Mtt Mtt < 450 GeV=c
2 Mtt  450 GeV=c2
reco data 0:057 0:028 0:016 0:034 0:210 0:049
MC@NLO 0:017 0:004 0:012 0:006 0:030 0:007
Aþlh 0:067 0:040 0:013 0:050 0:210 0:066
Alh 0:048 0:039 0:020 0:047 0:210 0:071
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sample show a possible <0:03 bias that is marginally
significant compared to the statistical precision of the
test. Because the Octet samples match the data well in
the two key distributions y and Mtt (see the Appendix)
we expect that this is a representative measure of possible
model dependence in the correction, and we assign a
systematic uncertainty of 0.035 for this effect.
Additional systematic uncertainties are evaluated in a
manner similar to the inclusive case. These uncertainties
are estimated by repeating the analysis while varying the
model assumptions within their known uncertainties for
background normalization and shape, the amount of initial-
and final-state radiation (ISR/FSR) in PYTHIA, the calo-
rimeter jet energy scale (JES), the model of final-state
color connection, and parton distribution functions
(PDF). Table XII shows the expected size of all systematic
uncertainties. The physics model dependence dominates.
Table XIII compares the low and high-mass asymmetry
to predictions for the data-level, the background subtracted
signal-level, and the fully corrected parton-level. The MC
predictions include the 15% theoretical uncertainty. At low
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FIG. 13 (color online). The distribution of ylh at high-mass for events with negative leptons (left) and positive leptons (right).
TABLE XI. Tests of the combined mass and rapidity correction procedure. True, recon-
structed, and fully corrected asymmetries as found in the two-mass regions. Uncertainties on
predictions are statistical errors in the MC samples; at truth level these are negligible.
Sample Att level Mtt < 450 GeV=c
2 Mtt  450 GeV=c2
PYTHIA MC truth 0.002 0.001
reconstructed 0:011 0:006 0:013 0:008
corrected 0:001 0:018 0:006 0:014
MC@NLO MC truth 0.043 0.070
reconstructed 0:015 0:006 0:043 0:009
corrected 0:066 0:014 0:086 0:011
Octet A MC truth 0.081 0.276
reconstructed 0:024 0:035 0:183 0:010
corrected 0:054 0:022 0:308 0:016
Octet B MC truth 0.150 0.466
reconstructed 0:078 0:036 0:310 0:009
corrected 0:187 0:024 0:476 0:015
TABLE XII. Systematic asymmetry uncertainties in the two-
mass bin unfold.
Source Mtt < 450 GeV=c
2 Mtt  450 GeV=c2
background size 0.017 0.032
background shape 0.003 0.003
JES 0.005 0.012
ISR/FSR 0.012 0.008
color reconnection 0.009 0.004
PDF 0.018 0.004
physics model 0.035 0.035
total 0.047 0.049
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mass, within uncertainties, the asymmetry at all correction
levels agrees with predictions consistent with zero. At
high-mass, combining statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties in quadrature, the asymmetries at all levels exceed
the predictions by more than 3 standard deviations. The
parton-level comparison is summarized in Fig. 14. For
Mtt  450 GeV=c2, the parton-level asymmetry in the tt
rest frame is Att ¼ 0:475 0:114 (statþ sys), compared
with the MCFM prediction of Att ¼ 0:088 0:013.
VIII. CROSS-CHECKS OF THE MASS
DEPENDENTASYMMETRY
The large and unexpected asymmetry at high-mass de-
mands a broader study of related effects in the tt data. We
look for anomalies that could be evidence of a false posi-
tive, along with correlations that could reveal more about a
true positive. In order to avoid any assumptions related to
the background subtraction, we make comparisons at the
data-level, appealing when necessary to the full ttþ bkg
simulation models.
A. Lepton type
All of our simulated models predict asymmetries that are
independent of the lepton type: PYTHIA predicts asymme-
tries that are consistent with zero, and the Octet models
predict asymmetries that are consistent with each other.
The data are shown in Table XIV. At high-mass, both
lepton types show positive asymmetries consistent within
errors.
B. Reconstruction
It is conceivable that a reconstruction error could pro-
duce an asymmetry from symmetric inputs. The quality
of the reconstruction is summarized by a 2 that measures
the consistency of the solution with the tt hypothesis.
The distribution of 2 in our sample, shown in Fig. 15, is
in very good agreement with the prediction, including a
good match on the long tail. When the sample is restricted
to high quality fits with 2  3:0, we find 338 events
in which Att ¼ 0:033 0:065 at low mass and
Att ¼ 0:180 0:099 at high-mass. Although the statistical
precision is diminished in this small sample, it suggests
that the high-mass asymmetry is present in the best
reconstructed events. Since the 2 requirement rejects a
significant fraction of the background, it also suggests that
the high-mass asymmetry is not a background related
effect.
To test for possible reconstruction biases related to b
tagging, we rerun the reconstruction algorithm removing
the constraint that b-tag jets be matched to b partons. We
find Att ¼ 0:006 0:034 at low mass and Att ¼ 0:190
0:050 at high-mass. When we further separate the events by
lepton charge, the ylh asymmetries are A

lh ¼ 0:190
0:074 and Aþlh ¼ 0:190 0:069. The large forward-
backward charge asymmetry at high-mass is seen to be
independent of the use of b jet identification in the
reconstruction.
C. b Jet Identification
All of our simulated models predict asymmetries that are
independent of whether one or two jets are b tagged. In the
data, the asymmetry in the single and double two b-tag
samples are consistent with each other, although at high-
mass the statistical precision of the double tagged sample is
marginal.
In the background dominated antitags, the inclusive and
low mass samples have small asymmetries that agree with
the prediction. In the high-mass antitag sample we find
Att ¼ 0:044 0:035, consistent with either the model pre-
diction of zero or a slight excess due to the tt component
there. Mixing backgrounds and tt in the expected ratio and
assuming the tt component has an asymmetry of 0.266 (as
in Table XIII), we find a total expected asymmetry in the
antitag sample of Att ¼ 0:079 0:034 in agreement with
the data.
TABLE XIII. Asymmetry Att at high and low mass compared
to prediction.
selection Mtt < 450 GeV=c
2 Mtt  450 GeV=c2
data 0:016 0:034 0:210 0:049
ttþ bkg þ0:012 0:006 0:030 0:007
(MC@NLO)
data signal 0:022 0:039 0:017 0:266 0:053 0:032
tt þ0:015 0:006 0:043 0:009
(MC@NLO)
data parton 0:116 0:146 0:047 0:475 0:101 0:049
MCFM þ0:040 0:006 0:088 0:013
QCDNLOtt
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FIG. 14 (color online). Parton-level asymmetry in y at high
and low mass compared to MCFM prediction. The shaded region
represents the total uncertainty in each bin.
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The leptonþ jets sample with no b tagging is the ‘‘pre-
tag’’ sample. Our standard PYTHIAþ background model
predicts pretag asymmetries consistent with zero for all
mass categories. The asymmetries in the data are shown in
Table XIV. At low mass the asymmetry in the pretags is
consistent with zero. At high-mass, the pretag sample has a
significant asymmetry 0:100 0:029. If we assume that tt
signal at high-mass has Att ¼ 0:266 as in Table XIII and
combine tt with our standard backgrounds in the expected
pretag ratio, we predict a pretag asymmetry of Att ¼
0:111 0:028, in good agreement with the data.
As a final check in the pretag sample, we repeat the
exercise of running the reconstruction without the con-
straint that b-tagged jets are used as b partons. The results
are shown in the bottom row of Table XIV. The asymmetry
at high-mass is 0:092 0:029, a significant effect in a
sample that makes absolutely no reference to b tagging.
D. Jet multiplicity
In Sec. IVA we discussed the two components of the
NLO QCD asymmetry: (1) radiative corrections to quark-
antiquark production and (2) interference between differ-
ent amplitudes contributing to the ttj final-state. The two
contributions have opposite signs. At NLO, the first is
positive and dominant for the inclusive measurement,
while the second is negative and subdominant. Since
only the second term produces ttj events, we expect that
the QCD asymmetry will be a function of the jet
multiplicity.
We have studied the jet multiplicity dependence of Att in
MC@NLO. We define 4-jet events as those with four jets
with ET > 20 GeV and jj< 2:0 and no other such jets.
We define 5-jet events as those with at least five jets with
ET > 20 GeV and jj< 2:0. The MC@NLO prediction for
the pure tt signal after reconstruction is shown in Table XV.
The 5-jet asymmetries are negative, as expected. Veto of
the five jet events creates an exclusive 4-jet sample with
asymmetries that are roughly double those of the inclusive
sample.
As we discussed in Sec. IVA, the reliability of the NLO
picture has recently been called into question by NNLO
calculations of the ttj component [26], which reduce the
negative asymmetry there to close to zero. However, since
no NNLO calculation exists for the exclusive 4-jet, inclu-
sive, or mass dependent asymmetries, the MC@NLO pre-
diction in Table XV remains our comparison point.
The jet multiplicity dependence of the asymmetries
in the data is shown in Table XVI. Vetoing events with
extra jets does not produce a significant increase in the
TABLE XIV. Data-level asymmetries Att for different event selections. In the case of no-b fit,
the tt reconstruction has been run without the constraint that b-tagged jets be associated with b
partons. In the antitag sample, the asymmetries in the data are compared to the prediction of our
standard PYTHIAþ background model.
selection N events all Mtt Mtt < 450 GeV=c
2 Mtt  450 GeV=c2
standard 1260 0:057 0:028 0:016 0:034 0:212 0:049
electrons 735 0:026 0:037 0:020 0:045 0:120 0:063
muons 525 0:105 0:043 0:012 0:054 0:348 0:080
data 2 < 3:0 338 0:030 0:054 0:033 0:065 0:180 0:099
data no-b fit 1260 0:062 0:028 0:006 0:034 0:190 0:050
data single b tag 979 0:058 0:031 0:015 0:038 0:224 0:056
data double b tag 281 0:053 0:059 0:023 0:076 0:178 0:095
antitag data 3019 0:033 0:018 0:029 0:021 0:044 0:035
antitag prediction 0:010 0:007 0:013 0:008 0:001 0:014
pretag 4279 0:040 0:015 0:017 0:018 0:100 0:029
pretag no-b fit 4279 0:042 0:015 0:023 0:018 0:092 0:029
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FIG. 15 (color online). Distribution of tt reconstruction 2.
Black crosses are data. The histogram is sigþ bkg prediction:
blue is background, green is PYTHIA stacked on background. The
last bin on the right contains all events with 2 > 100.
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asymmetry. In the 5-jet sample, the asymmetries are con-
sistent with zero. With a larger sample and better precision
it might be possible to use the jet multiplicity to test
whether the observed asymmetry is an amplified version
of the QCD charge asymmetry or a different effect
altogether.
E. Frame dependence
As in the inclusive analysis, it is interesting to compare
Att to Ap p. In the NLO QCD effect, the frame dependence
of the asymmetry (see Sec. IVA) persists at high-mass. For
Mtt  450 GeV=c2 our MC@NLO model predicts the ratio
of reconstructed asymmetries in the two frames Ap p=Att 
0:74. The OctetA model predicts less mass dependence,
with a ratio of 0.90.
The lab frame data asymmetries above and belowMtt ¼
450 GeV=c2 are shown in Table XVII. The variation of the
asymmetry across the 450 GeV=c2 mass edge is not as
distinct as in the tt frame, and the deviation from the
MC@NLO prediction is not as significant. Within the large
errors, the asymmetries in the two lepton charge samples
are consistent with CP invariance.
Comparing Tables XVII and X, the ratio of Ap p to Att at
high-mass is 0:49 0:21, lower than both the MC@NLO and
Octet models. We have used pseudoexperiment techniques
to evaluate the statistical consistency of this ratio with the
models, using a large number of simulated experiments
that differ by Poisson fluctuations in the y and qyh
distributions. A Ap p=Att ratio of 0.49 or less occurs in 14%
of pseudoexperiments with MC@NLO, but in <1% of ex-
periments with OctetA.
Finally, we look at Ap p as a function of the b-tag multi-
plicity. We observed in Sec. VII that the inclusive Ap p is
zero in the double b-tagged events. In Table XVII, we see
that this pattern persists at high-mass, although the statis-
tical precision is poor. Appealing again to pseudoexperi-
ments with Poisson fluctuations, we find that a ratio of
double to single tag Ap p as small as that in the data occurs
in 6% of all pseudoexperiments with MC@NLO. We con-
clude that the low value of Ap p in the double b-tagged
sample is consistent with a statistical fluctuation.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the forward-backward asymmetry of
top quark pairs produced in 1.96 TeV p p collisions at the
Fermilab Tevatron. In a sample of 1260 events in the
leptonþ jet decay topology, we measure the parton-level
inclusive asymmetry in both the laboratory and tt rest
frame, and rapidity-dependent, and Mtt-dependent asym-
metries in the tt rest frame. We compare to NLO predic-
tions for the small charge asymmetry of QCD.
The laboratory frame measurement uses the rapidity of
the hadronically decaying top system and combines the
two lepton charge samples under the assumption of CP
TABLE XV. MC@NLO predictions for Att in reconstructed tt signal (no backgrounds) as a
function of Mtt and jet multiplicity. The uncertainties reflect MC statistics only.
selection all Mtt Mtt < 450 GeV=c
2 Mtt  450 GeV=c2
inclusive 0:024 0:004 0:015 0:005 0:043 0:007
4-jet 0:048 0:005 0:033 0:006 0:078 0:009
5-jet 0:035 0:007 0:032 0:009 0:040 0:012
TABLE XVI. Asymmetries Att in the data as a function of jet multiplicity.
selection N events all Mtt Mtt < 450 GeV=c
2 Mtt  450 GeV=c2
inclusive 1260 0:057 0:028 0:016 0:034 0:212 0:049
4-jet 939 0:065 0:033 0:023 0:039 0:26 0:057
5-jet 321 0:034 0:056 0:0049 0:07 0:086 0:093
TABLE XVII. Reconstruction level asymmetries Ap p in the laboratory frame.
selection all Mtt Mtt < 450 GeV=c
2 Mtt  450 GeV=c2
data reco 0:073 0:028 0:059 0:034 0:103 0:049
MC@NLO 0:001 0:003 0:008 0:005 0:022 0:007
Aþh 0:070 0:040 0:028 0:050 0:148 0:066
Ah 0:076 0:039 0:085 0:047 0:053 0:072
single b-tags 0:095 0:032 0:079 0:034 0:130 0:057
double b-tags 0:004 0:060 0:023 0:076 0:028 0:097
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conservation. This distribution shows a parton-level
forward-backward asymmetry in the laboratory frame of
Ap p ¼ 0:150 0:055 (statþ sys). This has less than 1%
probability of representing a fluctuation from zero, and is 2
standard deviations above the predicted asymmetry from
NLOQCD.We also study the frame-invariant difference of
the rapidities, y ¼ yt-yt, which is proportional to the top
quark rapidity in the tt rest frame. Asymmetries in y are
identical to those in the t production angle in the tt rest
frame. We find a parton-level asymmetry of Att ¼ 0:158
0:075 (statþ sys), which is somewhat higher than, but not
inconsistent with, the NLO QCD expectation of 0:058
0:009.
In the tt rest frame we measure fully corrected asymme-
tries at small and large y
Attðjyj< 1:0Þ ¼ 0:026 0:118
Attðjyj  1:0Þ ¼ 0:611 0:256
to be compared with MCFM predictions of 0:039 0:006
and 0:123 0:008 for these y regions, respectively.
In the tt rest frame the asymmetry is a rising function of
the tt invariant mass Mtt, with parton-level asymmetries
AttðMtt < 450 GeV=c2Þ ¼ 0:116 0:153
AttðMtt  450 GeV=c2Þ ¼ 0:475 0:114
to be compared with MCFM predictions of 0:040 0:006
and 0:088 0:013 for theseMtt regions, respectively. The
asymmetry at high-mass is 3.4 standard deviations above
the NLO prediction for the charge asymmetry of QCD,
however we are aware that the accuracy of the theoretical
predictions is under study. The separate results at high-
mass and large y contain partially independent informa-
tion on the asymmetry mechanism.
The asymmetries reverse sign under interchange of
lepton charge in a manner consistent with CP conserva-
tion. The tt frame asymmetry for Mtt  450 GeV=c2 is
found to be robust against variations in tt reconstruction
quality and secondary vertex b-tagging. When the high-
mass data is divided by the lepton flavor, the asymmetries
are larger in muonic events, but statistically compatible
across species. Simple studies of the jet multiplicity and
frame dependence of the asymmetry at high-mass may
offer the possibility of discriminating between the NLO
QCD effect and other models for the asymmetry, but the
statistical power of these comparisons is currently insuffi-
cient for any conclusion.
The measurements presented here suggest that the mod-
est inclusive tt production asymmetry originates from a
significant effect at large rapidity difference y and total
invariant massMtt. The predominantly q q collisions of the
Fermilab Tevatron are an ideal environment for further
examination of this effect, and additional studies are in
progress.
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APPENDIX: THE COLOR-OCTET MODELS
In the generic color-octet model of Ref. [8], the gluon-
octet interference produces an asymmetric cosð	Þ term in
the production cross section. The couplings of the top and
the light quarks to the massive gluon have opposite sign,
giving a positive asymmetry as seen in the data. This was
implemented in the MADGRAPH framework, and the cou-
plings and MG were tuned to reasonably reproduce the
asymmetries and Mtt distribution of the data [27]. The
sample called OctetA, with couplings gV ¼ 0, gAðqÞ ¼
3:0, gAðtÞ ¼ 3:0, and mass MG ¼ 2:0 TeV=c2, has
parton-level asymmetries of Ap p ¼ 0:110 and Att ¼
0:157. The LO cross section for this sample is 6.1 pb, in
good agreement with the LO MADGRAPH cross section
for standard model tt production at 6.0 pb.
The sample is showered with PYTHIA, run through the
CDF-II detector simulation, and then subjected to our
selection and reconstruction. TheMtt and y distributions
in OctetA are compared to the PYTHIA versions in Fig. 16.
The Mtt distribution is a good match to PYTHIA, and we
have checked that related transverse variables are also
well-modeled. The rapidity distributions after selection
and reconstruction have asymmetries Ap p ¼ 0:073
0:006, Att ¼ 0:079 0:006, which are reasonable matches
to the data (Table VI).
The complementary OctetB sample has the same cou-
plings but MG ¼ 1:8 TeV=c2, giving parton-level asym-
metries Ap p ¼ 0:205 and Att ¼ 0:282. The tt cross section
increases by 5% and the reconstructed mass distribution
has a slight excess at the high-mass relative to PYTHIA. The
ttþ background level asymmetry of Att ¼ 0:16 0:006 is
significantly higher than the data.
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FIG. 16 (color online). The distributions of Mtt (left) and y (right) in the OctetA sample compared to the PYTHIAþ background
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These models both show the same factor of 2 ratio
between data-level and parton-level asymmetries that is
seen in the data and in MC@NLO.
Since these models have relatively low-lying octet
masses near 2 TeV=c2 we expect a significant
Mtt-dependent asymmetry over our experimental range.
The AttðMtt;iÞ behavior for the two color-octet samples is
shown in Fig. 17. Both show a smooth and significant rise
of the asymmetry with increasing mass.
In Sec. VII A we discussed a simple representation of
AttðMttÞ with two regions of low and high Mtt. The ques-
tion for that representation is how to choose the boundary
mass between high and low. Table XVIII shows the asym-
metry, uncertainty, and significance Att=
Att at high-mass
as a function of the mass threshold for both octet models.
The uncertainties are calculated assuming the data sample
size of 5:3 fb1. For both samples, the significance of the
asymmetry at high-mass is maximum at reconstructed
Mtt ¼ 450 GeV=c2. Looking at Fig. 9, we see that this is
reasonable: 450 GeV=c2 cuts off the bulk of the low mass
peak while retaining good statistics on the tail.
Figure 18 compares the y distributions in the OctetA
sample and PYTHIA when the events are divided into
samples below and above Mtt ¼ 450 GeV=c2. The
OctetA y distribution shows a marked asymmetry in
the high-mass sample.
The reconstructed asymmetries at high and low mass in
the color-octet samples are given in Table XIX. The un-
certainties here reflect the Monte Carlo statistics. At high-
mass the color-octet samples have large asymmetries as
seen in Fig. 18. At low mass, the models have small but
significant asymmetries, especially in OctetB. We have
checked that these asymmetries are charge asymmetries,
reversing sign under interchange of lepton charge.
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